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At the  Funfair 

At The Funfair
By: Paul Sloan and Jennifer Williamson 11 October

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Music

Effects

Tambourine

Stimuli word bank

walk, point, wave, 
snake, clap, creak,
gesture, wind, lean, 
jog, turn, weave, 
twist, march, signal, 
balance, skip, 
sequence, wiggle, 
hold, heel/toe, 
circle, shake, gentle, 
smoothly, slice, 
whizzing, droopy, 
dreamy.

Activities>      What is moving> Hands, feet, waist,
      knees, arms, legs;
      incorporating clapping,
      marching, stretching,
      balancing, jogging,  
      skipping, swinging,  
      turning, gesturing.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Light/heavy; 
      slow/quick; sudden/ 
      sustained; alternately  
      (heel/toe; sequences).

Space>       Where it is moving>  On the spot, general
      space, speciÞ c space
      different levels,
      (high, medium, low).

Relationships>      With whom> Individual work,
      partner work, group  
      work.
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Starting point:

Standing in a �good space�, ready to listen and clap.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Clapping/marching (a) Good knee lift, upright body.
    on the spot.
     (b) Keeping in time with music � both feet and hands.

2. Stretching   (a) Holding for 8; knowing when to change.
    
     (b) Effective body position.

     (c) Responding to sound effects for changes.

3. Jogging    (a) Responding effectively to different music.

     (b) Moving in time to the music.

4. Sequences   (a) Responding promptly to sound cues.
    (�Journey� and
    �Going Out To  (b) Good recall of movement sequences.
     Play�)   
     (c) Retaining rhythm and quality throughout.

     (d) Listening, concentration.

     (e) Good style in footwork.

     (f) Full use of space available.

5. Sequences   (a) Keeping safe space behind person in front.
    (merry-go-round,
    roller coaster,  (b) Paying attention to leader�s movements and
    dodgem cars)   direction changes.
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     (c) Making safe/effective use of all the space.
 

     (d) Smoothly changing from merry-go-round to  
      roller coaster to dodgems.

     (e) Keeping good time with the music.

6. Cool down   (a) Responding effectively to key words.
    (�Sleepy Hands�)
     (b) Making use of all personal space � above, in 
      front, to side, to back of body.

     (c) Good use of Þ ngers.

     (d) Attentiveness, concentration.

Footnote:

This unit provides an opportunity to create a whole dance sequence relating 
the visit of Christopher and Emma to the country.  The limitation on time does 
not accommodate the need for lots of practice and repetition but a ready made 
piece of work has now been structured.  Teachers can now utilise the piece, 
modify it as required and ultimately present it as a performance for the enjoy-
ment and development of the pupils themselves.  It may also be performed for 
others � parents, other pupils.  Both the music and the poems used could be 
listened to in class and form a basis for discussion and that could enhance inter-
pretation and appreciation.

Roller Coasters


